
Autumn Term 2 Curriculum Bulletin for Year 7 – November 2021

Subject What are we learning this half term?
Art Still Life and Cubism: For this project students learn basic art skills (viewpoints, proportion, tone,

observational drawing). They are also introduced to the term 'Art movement' and learn about
Cubist artists and how to create a critical study report and personal response on a cubist artist. They
will create a mixed media final piece.

Citizenship Rules and Fairness: We explore the principle of why we have rules at home, in school and the wider
community. The criteria for what is considered ‘fair’ . Rights and Responsibilities: The rights that
Children should have and the responsibilities that corresponds with these rights. How to practically
apply rights for all in society e.g school places, the environment

Computing Networks: This unit progresses students’ knowledge and understanding of networks and associated
hardware. The unit will establish a foundation understanding of how data is transmitted across
networks, as well as exploring the factors that can affect performance. The unit will spend time
focussing on the internet and services provided over the internet.

Drama Drama Foundations: In this module students learn the key knowledge and skills which act as a
foundation for all devised and  performance work at Stanway. These are termed the ‘Drama Basics’.
Students then apply these skills in context.

DT Rotation Students will complete an 11-hour course in each rotation
Resistant Materials. During this topic, they will focus on some basic wood joints, health and safety
in a workshop and the correct safe use of woodworking tools. They will develop their skills to create
a wooden money box using half lap joints.
Iterative Design.  Students will learn about this design style and then create a design to solve a real
life problem. Students will develop their sketching and problem-solving skills to ensure their final
design is suitable for their intended user.
Food and Nutrition and learn about hygiene and safety, knife skills, healthy eating, the safe use of
equipment and will complete 5 practical tasks and a science investigation. Students will plan,
prepare and cook pizza toast, an eat-well salad, kebabs, focaccia and scones.
Electronics. During this topic, students will learn about a basic lighting based product. They will be
introduced to simple electronic components, series and parallel circuits, which they will use to
calculate electrical quantities. Students will construct an LED lighting circuit on a PCB using soft
soldering techniques.
Graphics: the students are introduced to the specialism, they consider what the term ‘Graphic
Design’ means and through an investigation of different drawing techniques they consider the
advantages and disadvantages of Computer Aided Design and Manufacture. The work carries a
Street Art theme.

English Language Through Time: In this unit, students will study a selection of British Literature ranging
from Beowulf, Chaucer, Shakespeare and Dickens through to George Orwell. We will study how the
English Language has changed and adapted over time and how it is currently evolving. Students will
apply the reading and writing skills they learned in Autumn 1 in their analysis of extracts and the
language used in them.

French My School Information: Students will learn how to talk about their school subjects and express
their feelings and opinions.  We will explore some basic food items and Christmas traditions.  There
will be a continued focus on key phonic sounds, vocabulary and spelling.



Geography Our Place continued: Students will look at how urban areas have changed over time, using
examples within Colchester to support understanding and explaining the impacts of this growth.
They will then evaluate the impacts of a housing development in Stanway as part of a decision
making exercise where they play the role of town planner taking on stakeholders’ opinions of the
development.

German Personal Information: Having begun to develop their phonemic awareness, students will learn the
alphabet in German.  They will learn to talk about where they live, countries and towns.

History The Normans: We begin with the ‘Big Story’ of the Middle Ages to help students place their
knowledge into a bigger time frame.  We then focus on the Norman conquest.  This study focuses
on how and why the Normans were successful in their invasion of England and how they conquered
Britain.   We will build on half term one’s focus of  explaining causes and consequences while also
developing our understanding of religious, political and social factors.  We will also examine
different monarchs of the Middle Ages and begin to draw comparisons between them.

Mathematics Area and perimeter
This unit builds on students’ prior understanding of the perimeter of 2D shapes (total length around
the edges) and their area (total space inside, measured in squares). The unit includes working with
place value, all four operations without a calculator (adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing)
and rounding, all put into context of the shape work. We also review the names and properties of
3D shapes and extend their understanding of area to include surface area of simple 3D shapes (but
not volume, which we will come back to later in the year). Finally, we look at the use of rounding to
find approximate answers to problems, and using this to check ‘actual’ answers are the right size.

Shared classes only: Algebra I (algebraic manipulation) including negative numbers and BIDMAS
Those who have two teachers (one with 4 lessons a fortnight and one with 3) will begin this unit
developing the foundations of working with algebra. We begin by developing understanding of the
order of operations (‘BIDMAS’) and fluency in calculating with positive and negative numbers, since
algebra generalises number work and both these skills are crucial prerequisites. We then move into
using letters to represent numbers and create algebraic expressions from worded descriptions or
familiar contexts, simplifying expressions by collecting like terms and expanding single brackets
(multiplying terms in a bracket by a single term in front of it) and factorising (the opposite process).

Music Musicals
This term, students will be building on their musicianship skills through ensemble work and
awareness of varying styles of music in the theatre. Students will have the opportunity to perform
extracts from this year’s production, ‘Matilda: The Musical’, and will build upon their knowledge of
grade 1 music theory.

Physical Education
(PE)

Over this term students will be introduced to or develop their fundamental skills in a variety of

sports including - Tag Rugby, Netball, Football, Basketball, Dance and fitness.

These skills will be developed in isolation and pressured situations over the unit's completion. The

activities will be carried out in 4 week blocks. The students will also learn about the rules and

regulations required to be able to play the sports in basic competitive situations.

Students will also learn about the use of warm ups and cool downs and muscles of the body which

will be assessed using an online google multiple choice quiz each half term.

Registration/PSHE PSHE will look at Settling in to Stanway, Study skills, Mental Health Workshop, Bullying or Banta,
Safe and Social Media, Cyberbullying.



Religious
Education (RE)

Christianity: What do Christians believe God is like? Who was Jesus and why was he so influential?
Are Biblical parables relevant to the 21st Century? How and why did Jesus die?  How do Christians
know they belong?  How do Christians remember Jesus?  Do all Christians believe the same thing?

Science Our topics will be about;
Forces and Motion: We will be learning about calculating speed, distance-time graphs, what forces
are and their effects, density, balanced and unbalanced forces.
Matter: We will be learning about changes of state, mixtures and how to separate them.


